Rapid, accurate localization of gravitational wave transient events has proved critical to successful electromagnetic followup. In previous papers we have shown that localization estimates can be obtained through triangulation based on timing information at the detector sites. In practice, detailed parameter estimation routines use additional information and provide better localization than is possible based on timing information alone. In this paper, we extend the timing based localization approximation to incorporate consistency of observed signals with two gravitational wave polarizations, and an astrophysically motivated distribution of sources. Both of these provide significant improvements to source localization, allowing many sources to be restricted to a single sky region, with an area 40% smaller than predicted by timing information alone. Furthermore, we show that the vast majority of sources will be reconstructed to be circularly polarized or, equivalently, indistinguishable from face-on.
Introduction
Numerous gravitational wave signals from binary mergers have now been observed [1, 2, 3, 4] . The sky location of these mergers have been provided with minimal delay, based on low latency gravitational wave (GW) searches [5, 6, 7] and rapid sky localization routines [8] . Subsequently, more detailed parameter estimation routines have provided updated localizations [9] . The rapid analysis and localization enabled the electromagnetic (EM) followup of all GW events and, most spectacularly, the observation of an EM counterpart to GW170817-GRB170817A [10] across the electromagnetic spectrum [11] .
In [12, 13] , it was argued that timing information provides a good estimate of the localization accuracy of a signal observed in a gravitational wave network. Nonetheless, the localization achieved by full parameter estimation analyses [8, 9, 14, 15] is significantly better than the timing approximation and makes use of the fact that the observed amplitudes and phases of the signal at different detectors must be correlated [8] . A detailed comparison of the results from timing-triangulation and full parameter estimation studies [16] demonstrated that there are important factors above and beyond timing which can improve the localization of sources. Here, we investigate the physical origin of these improvements and provide an intuitive explanation of the most important additional factors in localization. This is achieved by extending the localization calculation to incorporate correlations between the detectors, due to the fact that there are only two gravitational wave polarizations, and astrophysical priors on the source distributions. Inclusion of these effects leads to significant improvements in localization.
The fact that a gravitational wave is comprised of two polarizations guarantees the observed amplitude and phase of the signal at three or more detectors is correlated. Taking this into account improves the localization capabilities of the network. At sky locations other than the correct location, the requirement of signal consistency with two GW polarizations, reduces the reconstructed network signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which improves the localization [17, 18] . For a three site network, timing triangulation gives two sky locations which are mirror images in the plane defined by the three detector locations. Including amplitude and phase consistency can, in principle, break this degeneracy and allow us to neglect one of the patches. In many cases, the recovered SNR at the mirror position will be of lower amplitude than the original, allowing us to reject the mirror position for around half of the sources.
Gravitational wave sources are expected to be distributed roughly uniformly in volume, at least at the sensitive distances of the advanced GW detectors -large enough to neglect local inhomogeneities and small enough that rate variations are not dominated by cosmological effects or the variation of the star formation rates during the evolution of the universe. Furthermore, the orientation of merging binaries is expected to be uniformly distributed. Consequently, the majority of sources will be observed close to face-on, as the strongest GW signal is emitted in this direction, and at large distances. In a three detector network, the signal at the mirror sky location will typically be reconstructed at a much smaller distance than the true signal, and oriented close to edge on, providing another method of rejecting the mirror sky location.
These effects also improve localization within a single sky patch. At positions offset from the true location, the observed SNRs will not be entirely consistent with a signal, allowing for improved localization. Additionally, the reconstructed orientation of the source will be increasingly edge-on and at a smaller distance as we move away from the true position. Incorporating amplitude and phase consistency between sites and imposing reasonable astrophysical priors on the source distribution allows us to localize the vast majority of sources to a single patch in the sky. In addition, the error region for most sources is more accurately identified by considering the localization of a circularly polarized signal. For a binary neutron star system observed in three detectors, the cumulative effect is to provide a factor of three improvement in localization over the timing triangulation results.
The majority of the paper deals with the three site advanced LIGO-Virgo network. However, we also consider future four and five detector networks incorporating LIGO India [19, 20] and KAGRA [21] . Sources observed in four or more detectors are localized to a single patch in the sky based on timing alone. Nonetheless, requiring a consistent signal between the sites and favoring distant, approximately face-on sources improves localization significantly.
The paper is laid out as follows. In section 2, we briefly recap the timing triangulation results and then present the extensions to a coherent analysis and the inclusion of astrophysical source distribution. In section 3, we provide the expected localizations for the advanced LIGO-Virgo network at design sensitivity as well as four and five detector networks incorporating KAGRA and LIGO India. Finally, in section 4 we provide a discussion of the results and indicate future directions of research. We provide two appendices: Appendix A which describes in detail the process of marginalizing over the astrophysical priors and Appendix B which gives a detailed derivation of the localization calculation.
Localization beyond triangulation
In this section, we present the new features which allow for improved localization. We begin with a brief review of the timing triangulation [12, 13] , before extending the formalism to incorporate correlations between detectors due to a coherent analysis and the impact of astrophysically motivated priors on the source parameters, particularly location and orientation of binaries.
Timing
The accuracy with which the time of arrival of a gravitational wave can be measured in a single detector can be approximated as
where σ f is the bandwidth of the signal in the detector and ρ is the SNR [12] . The SNR is defined as
where h(t) is the template waveform, s(t) is the detector data,
and S(f ) is the power spectral density (PSD). The bandwidth σ f is given by
Defining dt i as the time difference between the actual time of arrival in a detector and the recovered arrival time, we can obtain the probability distribution for dt = (dt 1 , . . . , dt N ) which is proportional to the likelihood evaluated at those time offsets. Considering timing alone, the time delay distributions in each detector are independent and we obtain the distribution for the time-delay vector dt as,
This is converted to localization accuracy by re-expressing the relative time delays in terms of sky locations, as discussed in detail in [12, 13] and in Appendix B. We are ignoring the correlation of the arrival time with other parameters, such as the component masses of a binary merger. Since these correlations are similar in all detectors, they will have minimal effect on the measured time delay between sites, which is the important quantity for localization [12, 14] .
Coherent Network Analysis
Since a gravitational wave signal is comprised of only two polarizations, with a network of three or more detectors there are consistency requirements between the observed SNRs in the detectors that comprise the network. As discussed in [22] , we can express the network SNR as the projection of the individual detector SNRs onto the twodimensional signal space, namely the two dimensional physical subspace of signals which is consistent with the two polarizations of gravitational waves.
To do so, we must first introduce the complex SNR Z. This is the output of the matched filter of a template waveform h placed at some fiducial distance D 0 , with two orthogonal phases h 0 and h π 2 , against the data s,
Then ρ = |Z| gives the SNR maximized over the signal amplitude and phase. The network SNR can be expressed as
where P ij is a rank 2 projection matrix that projects the SNR onto the two gravitational wave polarizations and there is an implicit sum over i and j in (7) . When the observed SNRs are consistent with a signal, P ij Z j = Z i . It is often convenient to work in the dominant polarization frame, where the network is maximally sensitive to the + polarization, ‡ and the projection operator is then given by [22] 
The quantities w i +,× are the sensitivity weighted detector response functions, and
are the well known detector response functions, see e.g. [24] for the definition.
Consider the situation where the template matches the signal in the detector data, apart from a time and phase offset, and neglect the effect of noise contributions. To ‡ Specifically, we choose a polarization angle that maximizes |w + |. It can be shown that as a consequence w + · w × = 0 and |w × | is minimized. See e.g. [22, 23] for details.
calculate the SNR, we simply note that a time offset can be expressed in the frequency domain as exp[2πif dt] and expand to second order in dt. Following [12] , we have
Substituting this expansion into (7), we obtain an expression for the network SNR for a given set of time delays dt. The likelihood, maximized over the amplitude and phase of the signal in the two polarizations, is given by
as discussed in detail in Appendix A. The associated posterior probability distribution for dt is proportional to the likelihood so that
The first term is identical to the timing triangulation result (5), while the second term imposes amplitude and phase consistency between the sites. Indeed, the timing expression is recovered, as expected, by setting P ij = δ ij . We can intuitively understand the origin of the additional term as follows: when localizing using only time delays, we are free to maximize individually the amplitude and phase of the waveform in each of the detectors; in the coherent network analysis, we are restricted to waveforms consistent with two GW polarizations -any violation of this will cause a loss in SNR as power is removed from the signal space P ij and deposited in the null space, N ij = δ ij − P ij , which, physically, is not expected to contain any GW power [25, 18] .
The result (11) has been obtained under two significant approximations. First, we have kept terms only up to quadratic order in dt. This quadratic approximation is accurate for moderate or large SNRs as discussed in [12] . Second, we have neglected the fact that the detector response F +,× varies across the sky and just used the value at the actual signal location. This can be justified by considering a point offset from the true location by an angle δφ. Since the antenna patterns are quadrupolar, the response will characteristically change at a rate 2δφ. Meanwhile, the time offset at a detector will be δt ∼ (∆t)δφ where ∆t is the separation between detectors (on the order of 10s of ms). Therefore, the fractional fractional change in SNR will be (2πf ∆t)δφ ∼ 10δφ, for a typical value off = 100 Hz. The effect on phasing is several times larger than the effect of the antenna response, so we ignore the latter it in the calculation that follows. For points on the sky where signals are poorly localized, in particular those close to the plane defined by the detectors, the changing antenna response can be important, although the localization will still be poor. The importance of the changing antenna response has been considered in detail in, e.g., [26, 17] .
To get a sense of the expected improvement from coherent localization, it is useful to look at a simple example. Consider the situation where we have three detectors which are equally sensitive to a signal and that two detectors are sensitive to the + polarization while the third is sensitive to ×. To a reasonable approximation, the two LIGO detectors are aligned, and consequently sensitive to one GW polarization while, for many sky locations, Virgo is sensitive to the other GW polarization. Thus, we assume w
. In this case the projection matrix P ij (where the row/column order is H, L, V) is given by
We are interested in the localization of a source, so we want to see how p(dt) falls off as we move away from the true location. The geometry of the LIGO-Virgo network can be approximated by an isosceles triangle, with the LIGO detectors separated by 10ms and the light travel time between each LIGO site and Virgo around 26ms. First, consider recovering the source with time offsets dt H = dt L = −dt V , i.e. at a position offset from the true location along a line connecting the midpoint between the LIGO detectors to Virgo. Since dt H = dt L and Z H = Z L the second line of (11) vanishes and the localization matches the timing result. If, instead, we have dt H = −dt L with dt V = 0, i.e. offset from the true position along a line connecting the two LIGO detectors, then the probability distribution is
This leads to a characteristic width of (2πρf rms ) −1 , where
The improvement arises from the fact that the two LIGO detectors are required to observe the same polarization of GW and hence the same amplitude and phase. For the advanced LIGO detectors at design, σ f ≈ 120Hz,f ≈ 100Hz and f rms ≈ 155Hz for binary neutron star (BNS) signals. For this example, the localization area will be reduced by around 25%.
Mirror Sky Locations
For a gravitational wave detector network comprising three detectors at different sites, localization based on timing will lead to two possible locations, one above and the other below the plane defined by the locations of the detectors. From timing information alone, it is not possible to distinguish the correct location from the mirror location. However, once we move to coherent localization, it is, in principle, possible to distinguish between these positions. In the mirror location, the observed amplitudes and phases of the signal will generally not be consistent with a gravitational wave signal comprising only two polarizations -a fraction of the power will be in the null stream [25] , thereby reducing the network SNR and allowing us to reject the mirror position.
At the mirror sky location, the measured network SNR will be
where Z i is the complex SNR in detector i and P ij mirror is the projection onto the signal space appropriate for for the mirror position. Typically, the observed SNRs will not be consistent with the mirror location so ρ mirror < ρ net . § § When the observed SNRs in the detectors at the mirror location are not consistent with a gravitational wave, a nearby sky location may give a larger network SNR even though the SNRs in the single detectors will be lower. This is discussed in detail in Appendix B. In the following discussion, we use ρ mirror to denote the maximum SNR near the mirror location.
There are two peaks in the sky location distribution -one at the true location and the other at the mirror location. However, since the SNR associated to the mirror location is smaller than at the correct location, the peak will be lower and this may allow us to reject it. To identify a confidence region containing a fraction p of the posterior, we typically find the minimum area that contains the required probability. Equivalently, start with the peak of the distribution and add points with the highest available probability until we have incorporated the appropriate fraction of the probability. Thus, if the second peak is low enough, it will not be included in the confidence region.
In many cases, the width of the localization distribution, obtained from (11), at the true and mirror locations is comparable. If we assume that to be the case, then the probability distribution is well approximated by two 2-dimensional Gaussian distributions of equal widths, and the relative height of the second peak is given by
Then, the second peak will not appear in the localization area provided a fraction p of the total probability lies in the first region, with a likelihood greater than the second peak, i.e
Here, the left hand side is the integrated probability in the first peak down to the level of the second peak; the right hand side is a p times the total integrated probability. Thus, if
the source will be localized to a single sky patch.
To obtain a single sky patch at 90% confidence requires ∆ρ 2 > 5.9. For a signal at SNR of 12, this equates to a difference in SNR of 0.25 or greater between the true and mirror position. At 50% confidence, this reduces to ∆ρ 2 > 2.2 or a difference in SNR of less than 0.1. For the advanced LIGO-Virgo detector network at design, about 60% of sources are localized to a single patch at 90% confidence based on this criterion.
Distribution of Sources
Gravitational wave events from binary mergers are reasonably assumed to be uniformly distributed in volume, at least at distances on the scale of hundreds of mega parsecs. Binary mergers are also expected to be uniformly distributed in source orientation. So far, we have not taken these factors into account when calculating the localization areas. The expression in equation (7) is the maximized SNR -with maximization performed over the amplitude and phase of the two GW polarizations or, equivalently, the distance to and orientation of the binary. In recovering estimates of parameters, it is typical to marginalize (rather than maximize) over any unwanted, or nuisance, parameters. This can have a significant impact upon the localization results.
For smaller distances, the discrete structure of galaxies in the nearby universe will affect the distribution [27] while at larger distances, cosmological evolution and the variation of the merger rate with redshift have to be taken into account [28] . First, consider our ability to exclude the mirror location. For a given sky location, the observed SNRs and detector sensitivities encoded in w +,× can be used to infer the distance to, and orientation of, the source. The distribution of inferred distances for a population of BNS signals that might be observed by the Advanced LIGO-Virgo network operating at design sensitivity is shown in figure 1 . This is obtained by generating sources uniform in volume and binary orientation and declaring an event to be observed if the expected network SNR is greater than 12 and the SNR in at least two detectors is greater than 5. The distributions for the correct and mirror locations differ significantly, with the true distance distribution peaking around 150 Mpc and the majority of sources close to face-on. For the mirror location, the inferred distances are, on average, a factor of three smaller, and the majority of sources are recovered edge on.
Initially, let us only consider the distance. The fractional uncertainty in the distance measurement is inversely proportional to the observed SNR, i.e.
Assuming that signals are uniformly distributed in volume, the likelihood of observing a signal at a distance D is proportional to
Thus, a simple marginalization over the distance leads to a re-weighting of the likelihood as
Then, following a similar argument to the one presented in section 2.3, it follows that if the inferred distance at the mirror sky location is a factor of 8/3 lower than the true location, then it will be excluded from the 90% localization, even if the maximized likelihood is identical. ¶ A simple distance-based scaling of the likelihood, combined with the reduced SNR at the mirror location discussed in section 2.2, increases the fraction of sources localized to a single patch with 90% confidence from 60% to 75%.
Face-on sources
Assuming reasonable parameter priors can also improve the localization accuracy for a single sky location. To illustrate this, consider again a network with three detectors equally sensitive to a given source, with two (H and L) sensitive to the + polarization and the third (V) to ×, so that w
In addition, assume that the source is face-on, so that the observed gravitational wave is circularly polarized and Z H = Z L = −iZ V . If the source is reconstructed at a sky location corresponding to time offsets dt H = dt L = −dt V then, it follows from (9) that, the recovered phase in the H and L detectors will be 2πf dt while in V it will be (
In figure 2 we show the range of possible phase and amplitude differences between the observed + and × polarizations as a function of the binary inclination. For edge on binaries, the emitted GW is linearly polarized so, depending upon the polarization angle, any amplitude ratio and phase difference is possible between + and ×. For faceon signals, the waveform is circularly polarized so the phase difference is required to be consequently, on average, the mirror location will be less sensitive. Thus, simply weighting the two positions based on the detectors' sensitivity can increase the fraction of sources localized to a single region. However, this is only a minor effect. We assume a face-on source which gives SNR 10 in all detectors with the two LIGO detectors sensitive to the + polarization, and Virgo to the × polarization. The middle panel shows the reconstructed distance and bottom panel the inclination angle ι as a function of the timing offset. For time offsets between LIGO-Virgo, the SNR falls off more slowly but, for even a small timing error, the maximum SNR corresponds to a binary at a smaller distance which is significantly inclined.
±90
• , with equal signal amplitude in the two polarizations. For sources close to faceon, the amplitudes of the two polarizations must be similar and the phase difference close to 90
• . Interestingly, the inclination must be large before any significant difference from the face-on case is visible. In particular, a 10
• phase difference or 10% amplitude difference is only possible if the binary inclination is greater than 50
• . In figure 3 , we show the maximized SNR as a function of the timing offset between the true and reconstructed location, as well as the inferred distance and inclination. This is plotted for both an offset between the two LIGO sites, and an offset between LIGO and Virgo. As expected from section 2.2, the SNR falls of more rapidly with a timing error between the two LIGO sites, as they are sensitive to the same polarization. For changes in the time delay between the LIGO sites, the source is recovered at a slightly reduced distance and not exactly face-on. The inferred amplitude of GW in the + polarization will be slightly reduced due to the phase offset between the signal in the two LIGO detectors. For changes in the LIGO-Virgo time delay, the maximum SNR corresponds to a signal which is significantly closer than the true source and highly inclined. Already with a 0.05 ms offset the reconstructed distance is reduced by 25% and the reconstructed inclination is 40
• . As discussed in section 2.4, a lower inferred distance reduces the likelihood and this serves to improve localization.
Astrophysical Priors
To provide a more accurate assessment of the impact of distance and orientation priors on the source reconstruction, we need to calculate the likelihood marginalized over these degrees of freedom. As discussed in section 2.4, this will give higher weight to sources at a greater distances. It will also give higher weight to sources which are close to face-on or face-off, as the observed waveform varies only slowly with inclination, and the polarization and phase of the signal are degenerate for face-on sources.
In Appendix A, we derive an expression for the approximate marginalized likelihood of a signal based on the observed complex SNRs and detector sensitivities encoded in w +,× .
The marginalized likelihood can be approximated by two contributions. The first is simply the area of the peak around the maximum likelihood [29, 30] . However, when the binary is close to circularly polarized, this does not give a good approximation to the marginalized result as there is a significant volume of parameter space associated with approximately face-on binaries, for which the waveform is circularly polarized, that provides a large contribution to the likelihood. Thus, we incorporate a second contribution based on the likelihood for approximately circularly polarized waveforms. The total marginalized likelihood is the sum of these two contributions.
To illustrate the result, we return to the example discussed previously, namely a network of three detectors equally sensitive to the signal, all observing with SNR 10. We vary the inclination angle of the source, while keeping the network SNR fixed, and calculate the marginalized likelihood. To make a connection with the previous results, we re-express the marginalized likelihood in terms of a re-weighted SNR as [7] 
where Λ marg (ι) is the marginalized likelihood for a source with inclination ι, and Λ marg is the greatest value of the marginalized likelihood. This allows us to equate an unfavorable orientation with and effective reduction of SNR.
In figure 4 we show the re-weighted SNR computed both numerically and with the approximation based on maximum likelihood and circular polarized signals described above. For face-on, or close to face-on signals, the re-weighted SNR is unchanged. These are the signals which are consistent with the largest volume of parameter space. For edge on systems,ρ 2 reduces by almost 20, which is equivalent to reducing the SNR in each detector from 10 to 9.7. Equivalently, the chance of observing a face-on system is over a thousand times higher than an edge on system.
For each binary, we can evaluate whether the likelihood is predominantly accumulated around the maximum SNR or is associated with circularly polarized emission. If it is the former, then the coherent localization presented in section 2.2 is appropriate. However, if the likelihood is dominated by circularly polarized signals, the localization can be improved by imposing this restriction. To do so, we use the previous localization results but now project onto the space of circularly polarized signals using
where the +/− signs give the left and right circular polarizations, respectively. This, in effect, restricts the signal to a single, overall free phase, as conjectured in [16] . In the space of time-delays, there is now a single direction -the one that leaves the relative phase between all pairs of detectors unchanged -where the localization is the same as the timing result. For all other directions, the localization width is (2πρf rms ) −1 . To demonstrate the utility of this approximation, figure 5 shows the falloff of the SNR under the timing, coherent and circular polarization approximations and compares these to the re-weighted SNR obtained from incorporating astrophysical priors and marginalizing over the likelihood. For a relative time delay between the two LIGO detectors, the coherent and circular polarized results are essentially identical, and match the re-weighted SNR result. Using timing only leads to a slower falloff of SNR and consequently poorer localization. For an offset between LIGO and Virgo, the timing and coherent results are identical, as Virgo is sensitive to a different polarization. Restricting to circular polarization causes the SNR to fall off more quickly, and provides a good match to the re-weighted SNR, at least for time offsets 0.3ms. For larger time offsets, the re-weighted SNR falls off more slowly, as at these locations the signal is no longer well approximated as circularly polarized. We note, however, that the 90% source localization is determined by points with ∆ρ 2 ≤ 4.6 and in this region the circular polarization approximation works well. Figure 5 . The falloff in SNR as a function of timing error based on timing, coherent and circular polarization approximations. As before, we consider a source with SNR 10 in each of three detectors and introduce a timing offset between the two LIGO detectors (top panel) or LIGO and Virgo (bottom panel). We also show the re-weighted SNR based on marginalizing over astrophysical priors. For a time offset in LIGO, the re-weighted SNR matches well with both the coherent and circular polarization approximations, while for Virgo it matches the circular polarization approximation for time offsets up to 0.3ms.
Localization Results

Advanced LIGO-Virgo network
A realistic scenario for the evolution of the advanced LIGO and Virgo detectors towards their design sensitivities, and the expected localization of sources is given in [31] . We will not reproduce the full observing scenario here, but instead present results for the advanced LIGO-Virgo network operating at design sensitivity: advanced LIGO with a sky averaged sensitivity to BNS mergers of 200 Mpc, mean frequency of 100 Hz and bandwidth of 120 Hz; Virgo with a sensitivity of 130 Mpc, mean frequency of 130 Hz and bandwidth of 150 Hz. In addition, we assume that all detectors have an 80% duty cycle and that the times they operate are independent.
As with previous studies [12, 13, 14] , we distribute sources uniformly in volume and binary orientation and deem sources detectable if the expected network SNR is above 12 with an SNR above 5 in at least two detectors. Furthermore, we assume that a detector will contribute to localization provided the SNR in that detector is greater than 4, and neglect entirely contributions from detectors with SNR less than 4. For each source that can be localized by three detectors, we calculate the localization area. We do this by first calculating the marginalized likelihood, as discussed in section 2.6 and presented in detail in Appendix A. For sources which are essentially face-on, we compute the localization from (11) by first restricting attention to circularly polarized signals using (21) . When the signal is not circularly polarized, we project onto the coherent signal space with (8) when calculating the localization. We repeat the calculation for the mirror sky location and combine the distributions from the two locations as discussed in section 2.3. The procedure for going from a timing distribution (11) to an area is presented in Appendix B.
In figure 6 , we show the distribution of localization areas for found events, using the three methods described in section 2: timing only, coherent analysis and a coherent analysis incorporating astrophysically motivated priors. We show both the distribution of areas and the fractional improvements for each event. The mode of the sky area distribution is reduced from 20 deg 2 for timing to 10 deg 2 for coherent analysis and 6 deg 2 when we incorporate the expected astrophysical distribution. In all cases only around 40% of sources are localized within 50 deg 2 . The majority of events which are not well localized are seen in only two detectors, either because only 2-detectors are operating due to the assumed duty cycle (about 25%) or the event does not have sufficient SNR in one detector for it to contribute to localization (about 25%) with the final 10% seen with sufficient SNR in all detectors to be localized, but just having poor localization.
The second panel in figure 6 shows the ratio of the coherent or marginalized area to the value obtained with timing triangulation alone on an event-by-event basis. This shows two clear peaks for coherent localization. The peak at around 0.4 corresponds to events which can be localized to a single sky patch using coherent localization, while the second peak at around 0.75 includes those events which still give two sky patches. In both cases, there is a 25% reduction in the area of the sky region due to the requirement of amplitude and phase consistency across the three detectors. By incorporating astrophysical priors, the localization area for the majority of events is reduced to 30% of its original value. This corresponds to events which are localized in a single sky patch and are effectively face-on. The other, smaller peaks can be explained in a similar way: events with 40% of the original area are localized to a single patch, but not face-on; events at 60% are effectively face-on but from two sky regions; events at 75% are not face-on and come from two sky regions.
Finally, we note that in the above plots, we never assume that a source can be localized to a single sky location for the timing results. This is in contrast to the original work [12, 13] which gave timing areas under the assumption that sources would be localized to a single sky patch based on amplitude information. Thus, the distributions for timing-based localization above give twice the area as those presented in e.g. [12, 13] . The coherent localization results presented here are comparable to the timing results in the original papers. However, for each source, the localization is either 25% better due to coherent localization or 50% worse as the event is localized to two sky patches. When we incorporate astrophysical priors, the average localization is 40% smaller than the single patch timing triangulation result.
Networks of four and five detectors
The longer term plan calls for a global network of five detectors, with the addition of KAGRA and LIGO India [21, 19, 31] . The analysis above can easily be extended to these networks. Sky location degeneracy is not a problem with four or more detectors -a unique sky patch can be determined from the time delays observed between four detectors. However, we can still require consistency with two gravitational wave polarizations, and incorporate astrophysical priors to improve the localization.
In figure 7 we show the expected localizations for events observed by the Advanced LIGO-Virgo network, where we assume that Advanced LIGO incorporates three detectors, with one in India. As before, we show the localization distribution as Figure 8 . Localization of events in the LIGO Hanford-Livingston-India, Virgo, KAGRA network. Plots are in figure 7 with the fractional improvement in area now divided between 3, 4 and 5 detector observations. well as the event-by-event improvement of localization. The mode of the localization distribution decreases from 6 deg 2 for timing triangulation to 4 deg 2 for coherent and 3 deg 2 when astrophysical priors are incorporated. Around 70% of found events are localized within 50 deg 2 , with the remainder either observed when only two detectors were operational (7%), only seen in two detectors (11%) or observed in three detectors and poorly localized (12%). Of the events which are well localized, one third are observed in four detectors, due to live time and SNR thresholds, with the remainder observed in three. Since events observed in four detectors are localized to a single sky patch based on timing alone, the majority of these events see a 25 − 35% reduction in area from coherent localization and a 40% reduction when we incorporate an appropriate astrophysical distribution. The fact that coherent localization has a bigger impact for events observed in four detectors (25 − 35% improvement rather than 25% with three detectors) is expected as this leads to a reduction from four data streams, rather than three, to the two GW polarizations.
In figure 8 we show the expected localizations for events observed by the Advanced LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA network, where we assume that Advanced LIGO incorporates three detectors, with one in India. The results are similar to the four-detector network, with the mode of the area distribution decreasing from 4 deg 2 for timing triangulation to 3 deg 2 for coherent and 2 deg 2 when astrophysical priors are incorporated. Around 80% of observed events are localized within 50 deg 2 with 2% of those not localized observed when only two detectors are operational; 5% observed in only two detectors and 13% localized more poorly than 50 deg 2 . For the 5-detector network, around 20% of well-localized events are seen in all five detectors, with 40% in four and the remaining 40% in three. Qualitatively, the 5-detector events are similar to those seen in 4-detectors: they are already localized to a single sky patch so coherent localization serves to reduce the area by 30 − 40%, where again the localization improvement is better than with 3 or 4 detectors from consistency with two GW polarizations. For events seem in four or five detectors, inclusion of astrophysical priors reduces the area by between 40% and 50%.
Discussion
In this paper, we have examined in detail two effects that improve source localization over and above what is achieved with the timing triangulation approximation. The first is the requirement of a coherent signal, comprised of two gravitational wave polarizations, observed consistently in all detectors in the network. The second is the incorporation of an astrophysically motivated distribution of events, which are used as priors in the distance and orientation distributions, and lead to the expectation that the majority of observed signals will be distant and close to face-on. Both of these lead to considerable improvements in localization over timing, in the ability to restrict signals to a single sky patch and also to reduce the area of the sky patch. In previous timing triangulation studies, we assumed that sources could be localized to a single sky patch using additional information. Here, we have justified that assumption by showing that the vast majority, over 90%, of sources will be localized to a single sky patch. Furthermore, the area of the sky region will be around 40% smaller than predicted using timing information alone. Finally, we note that the improvement in localization is not uniform for all events -it varies depending upon whether events can, indeed, be localized to a single region and also whether they are recovered as circularly polarized.
In [16] a detailed comparison between timing triangulation and full parameter estimation localization was performed. The results presented here help to explain the discrepancies observed. In a future work, we plan to repeat the detailed comparison with full localization to verify that the new formalism provides a better approximation to the full results, and identify cases where the approximations introduced here are inadequate to capture the full parameter recovery results.
In this paper, we have not considered the localization of events observed in only two detectors. When only two detectors are operating, timing triangulation can only give localization to a ring on the sky. The coherent analysis does not improve this -the observed signal is consistent with a binary at a given distance and orientation at every sky point in the ring [32] . However, for many of these points, the binary will be inferred to be nearby and close to edge-on. By incorporating the astrophysical priors, those points are rejected [33, 34, 8] . In addition, even when three detectors are operating, a reasonable fraction of events will be observed in only two of them. As demonstrated by the observation of GW170817 [4] , the lack of a clear signal in one detector can serve to significantly reduce the localization uncertainty of the event, as the source can be restricted to originate from a location close to one of the dead spots for the that detector. The techniques presented here can be extended to the case where two detectors observe a signal, and we will investigate localization with two detectors in a future work.
The analysis presented here is not intended to replace the detailed parameter estimation and localization techniques [8, 9, 15, 35] as it still makes use of a number of approximations. Nonetheless there are useful applications of an approximate method. The calculation of the localization is computationally straightforward, which allows for extensive studies to be run in a straightforward manner. This may identify regions of parameter space which are interesting for more detailed follow-up studies. The method presented here also provides some intuition into the key factors contributing to localization and provides a simple sanity check to the results obtained from complex analysis pipelines. The insights obtained from a simple understanding can also be used to inform development of detailed analyses. For example, it may be possible to adapt the jump proposals in an MCMC routine to follow the observed degeneracies in the approximations presented here [36] . Alternatively, the approximate likelihood is a natural candidate for the network detection statistic in an analysis pipeline as it naturally folds in the astrophysical weighting of the signal. Indeed, the improved detection statistic presented in [7] was independently motivated by investigations of calculating the marginalized likelihood for two detector observations.
Another application of this analysis is the study of calibration accuracy requirements for current and future detectors. In [12] we investigated the impact of calibration uncertainty on timing-based localization. It would be relatively straightforward to repeat that analysis using the improved localization techniques discussed in this paper. As an example, figure 2 makes it clear that for approximately face-on sources the amplitude of the two gravitational wave polarizations must be nearly equal and the phase difference essentially 90
• . And, if the source is well localized, the detector response is known with good accuracy. Then, we can test whether the observed amplitude and phase in the detectors in the network are consistent with this expectation. For example, with GW170817, the sky location is known from EM observations [11] and the GW signal was consistent with circular polarization [37] . From this information, it is possible to calculate the expected relative amplitude and phase differences between the signal observed at the Hanford and Livingston detectors. At the SNR that the event was observed with, this would allow a test of the relative calibration on the order of a few percent in amplitude and a few degrees in phase. A related method of using astrophysical observations to calibrate the detectors has been discussed in [38] .
A natural application is to the study of localization capabilities of third generation gravitational wave detector networks. An initial investigation into the performance of homogeneous and heterogeneous networks was performed in [39] . These networks are expected to be sensitive to binary neutron star mergers to z ∼ 1 and binary black hole mergers to z ∼ 20. The merger rate will vary significantly over this range and the approximation of a uniform volumetric rate no longer holds. Indeed, as has been pointed out in [40] , the bias towards face-on sources will not exist for third generation networks. Consequently, in [39] we used coherent localization, without assuming an astrophysical distribution. However, it should be relatively straightforward to incorporate changes in the astrophysical priors due to redshift effects and the evolution of the merger rate over the history of the universe to obtain more accurate estimates of source localization in third generation gravitational wave networks. combined likelihood is well approximated by the sum of these. We begin in Appendix A.1 by briefly reviewing the properties of the waveform and its parametrization. In Appendix A.2, we derive the marginalized likelihood around the maximum SNR and in Appendix A.3 we obtain the result when restricted to circularly polarized signals (face-on or face-off). Finally, we give the combined result in Appendix A.4.
Appendix A.1. The binary merger waveform
The response of a gravitational wave detector to a signal can be expressed as [24] 
where h + and h × are the two polarizations of the gravitational wave and F + and F × are the detector response functions that depend upon location of the source and its polarization.
The merger waveform can be calculated to high accuracy using the postNewtonian framework [41] during the inspiral phase and numerical relativity simulations when the binary components are close to merger. For a generic binary, the waveform can be complicated due to both the precession of the binary [42] and also the contribution of multiple signal harmonics to the waveform [43] . In this paper, we will not consider either of these effects, and restrict our attention to non-precessing systems that have either no spin or spins aligned with the binary's orbital angular momentum [44] and for which the higher signal harmonics do not contribute significantly. This is appropriate for binary neutron star systems, where the spins of the neutron star do not have a significant effect on the waveform and also for systems of comparable masses where the spins are close to aligned [45, 46, 47, 43] In this case we can express the waveforms as
where h 0 and h π 2 denote the two phases of the waveform and will depend upon the masses and (aligned) spins of the binary. Furthermore, the two phases of the waveform satisfyh
The functional form of the A i is well known, and depends upon four free parameters: the distance D, inclination ι, polarization ψ and coalescence phase φ 0 of the system [48, 32] : Combining equations (A.1) and (A.2), we can express the signal h at a detector i as
where t i is the time of arrival of the signal at the detector and A µ are the four amplitudes introduced in (A.4).
Appendix A.2. Marginalized Likelihood
The probability that a given signal h is present in the data is proportional to the likelihood. For a network of detectors, the log-likelihood is simply the sum of individual detector contributions: .6) and the inner product is defined in (3) . It has been shown, see e.g. [49] , that the likelihood can be maximized over the four amplitude parameters encoded by the A µ . Here, we will re-derive this result as a starting point for marginalizing over the physical parameters, using a notation that more closely follows that used in gravitational wave searches [50, 6] . In particular, we work with the complex SNR, Z, defined in equation (6) . We combine the A µ into two complex parameters
Then, we can write the inner product between signal, s, and template waveform, h, as
where w +,× are the sensitivity weighted detector response functions introduced in (8) .
The log-likelihood for the network can then be expressed as
where there is an implicit sum over both α ∈ (+, ×) and i, which runs over the detectors in the network. The matrix M encapsulates the network's sensitivity to the two GW polarizations, and is defined as
It is straightforward to differentiate the likelihood and show that the maximum occurs atÂ
where M αβ is taken to be the inverse of M αβ [29] . The maximum likelihood is
where P ij is a projection onto the two-dimensional signal space
In the dominant polarization, where
) and the projection operator can be expressed as
(A.14)
The likelihood can be written as
The first term is the maximum likelihood while the second term shows the quadratic falloff around the maximum. The benefit of using the A variables is clear, as the likelihood is a multivariate Gaussian. We now wish to marginalize (A.15) over the four parameters D, ι, ψ, φ. Taking a prior that is uniform in the A µ the integral can be easily performed. As discussed in detail in [29] , the flat prior on the A µ corresponds to a highly non-physical prior on the original parameters. In particular,
where, as before, D 0 is the fiducial distance used in defining h 0, π 2 . Simple astrophysical considerations lead us, instead, to choose a prior that is uniform in volume, with source orientations uniformly distributed on a two-sphere and a uniform distribution in phase,
where D max is the maximum distance to which the integral is performed. The normalization is chosen so that the prior integrates to unity. Comparing (A.16) to (A.17), it is clear that the flat in amplitudes prior significantly over-weights nearby sources which are close to edge-on, as discussed in [29, 30] . The exact solution for the marginalized likelihood has been calculated for number of special cases in [30] and was recently computed in general [51] . Here, we will not use the exact expression, but rather look to obtain an approximate expression which is accurate enough to be applied to the localization problem. The most straightforward method is to re-weight the likelihood by the value of the prior at the maximum likelihood valuesÂ µ [30] . Under this approximation, it is straightforward to evaluate the Gaussian integral as
where the factor of 8 arises due to the fact that the A µ are functions of 2φ and 2ψ, giving a factor of 4, and the existence of a discrete degeneracy φ → φ + π/2 and ψ → ψ + π/2 gives the final factor of two. The Gaussian integral evaluates to 4π 2 /(w Unfortunately, the simple approximation (A.18) breaks down when the system is close to circularly polarized, i.e. | cos ι| ≈ 1, as discussed in detail in [30] . The reason is that the marginalized likelihood is dominated by contributions away from the peak, and so approximating the integral based on the area around the maximum likelihood no longer works. For a face-on binary, the signal is circularly polarized and there are only two remaining degrees of freedom: the overall amplitude and a single phase 2(φ ± ψ), with the sign depending upon if the system is left or right circular. Thus, the volume of phase space consistent with a circularly polarized binary is significantly larger than for other systems. Also, for face-on binaries, the inferred distance is the largest, again increasing the marginalized likelihood.
Here, we provide a simple approximation to the likelihood for approximately circularly polarized signals. We restrict to circularly polarized waveforms, as described in [52] , by requiring 19) where the positive corresponds to left-circular polarization and negative to right. The complex amplitude A can be written as 20) and the likelihood as
As before, it's straightforward to maximize and obtain the value of A at the peak, 22) and the maximum likelihood
where P ij is a projection onto the one-dimensional signal space
The likelihood can be expressed as
This has the form of a multivariate Gaussian, but here in two, rather than four, dimensions. As before, we wish to rewrite the astrophysical prior in terms of variables appearing in the likelihood. Here, it is natural to use |A|, φ L,R and cos ι. Then,
The likelihood depends upon |A| and one of φ L,R , but is independent of the second phase angle and cos ι. We begin by integrating out the second phase angle and ι. While the likelihood is independent of ι, the approximation of circular polarization is only appropriate for a limited range of ι. Consider a generic, not necessarily circularly polarized, signal then the loss in SNR from projecting this onto the circular polarization is
+ The factor of 8 in the Jacobian of the transformation to φ L,R is compensated by the fact that the space φ L,R ∈ [0, 2π) is covered eight times for φ 0 , ψ ∈ [0, 2π) (see [30] for details).
The expected value of ρ 2 due solely to noise contributions is equal to the number of degrees of freedom. Thus, we allow for ∆ρ 2 ≤ 2. For values smaller than this, the loss in SNR from projection to circular polarization will be indistinguishable from noise. We then can solve for the minimum value of cos ι 27) subject to the restriction that | cos ι| min ≥ 0. This allows us to approximate the ι integral as
Finally, we can perform the Gaussian integral, and obtain a factor of 2π/(w 2 + + w 2 × ). Then, evaluating the prior at the peak, using |Â| = D0 D whereD is the distance associated to a face-on signal, we obtain
We approximate the marginalized likelihood by three contributions: one from around the peak likelihood, (A.18), and one from each of the left and right circularly polarized restrictions, (A.29). As is clear from (A.18), the peak likelihood contribution diverges as cos ι → ±1 as the approximations used break down. To rectify this, we discard the contribution from the peak any time that
As discussed above, when the difference between the peak SNR and the circular projection of the SNR is less than two, there is no significant evidence for power in the second polarization so the circular approximation is more appropriate. In figure 4 in the main text we show the dependence of the marginalized likelihood, expressed as a re-weighted SNR, as a function of the inclination angle for a source with fixed SNR. When the inclination angle is less than 55
• the marginalized likelihood, calculated numerically, is in good agreement with the circular polarization and the restriction (A.30) is met so that the peak likelihood doesn't contribute at all. For angles up to 40
• the marginalized likelihood is constant, as the signal is circularly polarized to a very good approximation. Above 40
• the signal is no longer perfectly circular and projecting onto the circular polarization leads to a loss of SNR, which is seen from the face-on contribution decreasing rapidly. There is a small discontinuity in the likelihood at around 55
• as we transition to including the contribution around the maximum likelihood. For angles above 70
• the likelihood is well approximated by the contribution around the maximum likelihood. For the edge-on system the re-weighted SNR is reduced from 300 to 283. Since the likelihood, and posterior probability, is proportional to exp[ρ 2 /2], the edge-on signal is down-weighted by a factor of almost 5,000 relative to a face-on signal.
To calculate the leading order localisation expression, we expand network SNR (7)
to quadratic order in dt i , using the expression in equation (9) . As discussed in the main text, we neglect changes in the projection operator P ij as we argue they will be less significant than changes in SNR. When the observed SNRs are consistent with a signal, the projection operator is idempotent, i.e.
However, in the presence of noise, or when reconstructing the signal from an incorrect sky location, this will no longer be the case. Consequently, we keep the calculation below general, and require only that the projection operator be Hermitian. Inserting the expansion of for Z(dt) in powers of dt (9) into (7) and keeping terms up to second order in dt, we obtain
where we have used the fact that the projection operator is Hermitian to simplify the result. In the above, we have defined
The three quantities in (B.3) have simple interpretations. The first, ρ 2 net is the network SNR for a source at the original position (i.e. with dt i = 0). If the observed SNRs are consistent with a signal, i.e. eq. (B.2) holds, then B i vanishes as we are taking the imaginary part of a real quantity. If the single detector SNRs are not consistent with a source, then the maximum network SNR can be offset from dt i = 0: a nearby sky location may give a larger coherent SNR even though the single detector SNRs will be reduced. The third term, C ij determines the quadratic falloff in SNR away from the peak.
Restricting to the case where the observed SNRs Z i are consistent with a signal from the given sky location, (B.3) reduces to the expression (11) given in section 2.2.
Appendix B.2. Sky Localization
To convert the timing expression, (B.3) to localization area, we use the same approach as described in [12, 13] . In this paper, we simulate signals from a given sky location r and at a given geocentric arrival time t 0 . From these, we can construct the arrival time in each detector as
where D i is the location of the ith detector. * Furthermore, we use the known location to calculate the projection operator P ij and, in the case of three detector networks, the projection at the mirror location P ij mirror . We then calculate the quantities B i and C ij from (B.5) and (B.6) which give the distribution for the arrival times T i as
We are interested in re-expressing this in terms of a distribution for the the sky location, R and geocentric arrival time T 0 , which are related to the arrival times by
For a simulated signal, the observed SNRs will be consistent with a signal from the sky location r. However, they will not necessarily be consistent with either a circularly polarized signal from that sky location, which we will use in approximating localizations, or with a signal from the mirror location r mirror . In this case, the centre of the reconstructed localization region will be offset from the true (or mirror) location and the peak SNR will be lower than the total SNR observed in the network. In particular, we obtain a maximum coherent SNR with time offsets Finally, we would like to eliminate T o to obtain the distribution over the sky. Since the time of arrival will not be known, we simply marginalize over it using a * As discussed in the Appendix of [13] , given an observed set of SNRs and times of arrival t i , we can use a constrained maximization to calculate the best fit r and t 0 and from these the best fit arrival times t i consistent with a physical source. We then use this location to calculate the projection operator in the following.
